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We begin this brief retrospective of our work by thanking
the PPDP Steering Committee for awarding the “PPDP 10
Year Most Influential Paper Award” to our paper on depen-
dent session types [22]. This abstract gives an account of the
context that led to our 2011 paper, summarizes its key con-
tributions and gives an (incomplete) account of the works
that followed it and the remaining challenges in this space.

1 Context
Session types date back to the seminal work of Honda et
al. [14] and are, in their essence, a mechanism to statically
ensure correctness properties of communication in message-
passing programs. Session types achieve this by taking a
protocols-as-types view of protocol compliance. By view-
ing communication protocols as the types of communica-
tion channels, it becomes possible to statically ensure that
communication is protocol compliant (session fidelity in the
literature), even in the presence of so-called higher-order
communication (i.e. sending channels along channels). A
key ingredient of session types is type duality, which cap-
tures the fact that communication between peers proceeds
in tandem. When one party sends, the other receives, when
one offers a choice, the other chooses. Session type duality
embodies this principle, ensuring that processes that com-
municate along the same channel must follow dual types,
thus achieving communication safety. Session types (in the
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sense of [14]) also ensure deadlock-freedom (or progress) for
processes communicating along a single session channel.
In the sense above, session types have two key limita-

tions: progress guarantees only apply in a limited setting
(i.e. two processes communicating exclusively on a single
channel without higher-order communication) and, types
only describe simple properties of communication, rather
than properties of exchanged data or how data affects com-
munication. To address the former, a notion of multiparty
session types [15] was introduced, which can progress in
the presence of multiple communicating peers, at the cost
of a more complex theory; the latter limitation was mostly
unsolved until the publication of our work. We highlight
the work [4], which integrates decidable assertions in the
multiparty session types framework, in the style of type
refinements, by relying on an ad-hoc semantic notion of
well-asserted protocol to ensure satisfiability of assertions.

Concurrently to the developments above, Caires and Pfen-
ning [5] discovered a deep connection between session types
and linear logic, providing a purely logical account of the key
features of session types and the first true propositions-as-
types account for concurrent communication, where session
types are interpreted as the propositions of linear logic, their
proofs as well-typed processes and proof reduction as com-
munication. Beyond providing stronger static correctness
guarantees, namely progress in the presence of interleaved,
higher-order linear and replicated session communication,
the logical foundation of session types provided the basis on
which to build our notion of dependent session type.

2 Dependent Session Types
Our work [22] expanded the propositions-as-types corre-
spondence of [5] by introducing a logically motivated con-
cept of dependent session types, by formulating a compu-
tational interpretation of first-order linear logic as a typed
session calculus. In such a setting, processes can not only
communicate channels along channels (as in [5]), but also
send values drawn from a (dependent) type theory, effec-
tively communicating not just simple terms but also check-
able proof objects which attest the properties that can be
asserted in session types. In this sense, dependent session
types address the expressiveness limitation of the previous
section in a general way, given that explicit proof communi-
cation allows types to express arbitrary properties of data
(unlike [4]) that are witnessed by the proof objects that are
exchanged during communication. Moreover, the logical
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foundation allows us to naturally incorporate a notion of
proof irrelevance as a principled way of eliminating some of
the communication overhead generated by the exchange of
explicit proof objects, requiring the proof objects to exist dur-
ing typechecking but allowing them to be erased at runtime.
Our work also introduced a primitive forwarder, equating
two session channels, which has been adopted in subsequent
works based on the session interpretation of linear logic [25].

To illustrate these ideas, we revisit an example of [22] of a
simple session type describing a minimalistic bank service:

$id ⊸ &{dep : $int ⊸ ($int ⊗ 1), bal : $int ⊗ 1}

The type above describes an agent that expects to receive
(⊸) a value of type id, abstracting the client’s identification
data. The bank will then offer its clients a choice (N) between
a deposit and a balance operation, triggered by the client
sending the label dep or bal, respectively. In the former case,
the client must send the deposit amount, after which the bank
sends (⊗) back a receipt of the deposited amount and the
session ends (1). In the latter case, the bank simply sends the
account balance. Using the framework of dependent session
types, we can enrich the type for the bank beyond indicating
the simple types of exchanged values:

∀s:string.$uid(s) ⊸ N{bal : ∃m:int.$balance(s,m) ⊗ 1,
dep : ∀n:int.$dpst(s,n) ⊸ $rcpt(s,n) ⊗ 1}

By using dependent types we can refine the specification
by having the client and the bank exchange objects whose
typing certifies that the initial value s sent by the client is
a valid user id (uid(s)), and, for the deposit operation, that
the deposit of amount n is intended for the client with id s
(witnessed by the object of type dpst(s,n)) and, that the value
mentioned in the receipt is exactly n (rcpt(s,n)) ensuring the
bank does not charge for the deposit. A variant of the deposit
branch that charges no more than 2 units for the deposit is:

∀n:int.$dpst(s,n) ⊸ ∃m:int.∃p:(n − 2 ≤ m ≤ n).$rcpt(s,m) ⊗ 1

In this case, the bank will send an integerm, a proof p that
m is between n − 2 and n, and the object rcpt(s,m).

Thus, the concept of dependent session types enabled a
new paradigm of expressiveness for session types, ensuring
not just session fidelity and global progress of communica-
tions but also statically certifying that the properties asserted
in types must hold, with the added benefit that certificates
of such properties are exchanged by processes – a key re-
quirement in a potentially distributed setting – and can also
be selectively ommitted when such is deemed appropriate.

3 Impact and Further Developments
Logical Foundations. Following the publication of ourwork,
the framework of dependent session types as an exploration
of first-order linear logic was further developed in [6, 18],
which incorporated an indexed affirmation modality to allow
for specifications to refer to digital signatures. As the logical

foundation of session types matured, a session interpretation
for classical linear logic was proposed [7, 25].

Intrinsic to the pure logical view of session types is strong
normalization of well-typed programs, disallowing general
recursive definitions. To this end, various works [16, 23] have
studied how to add recursive process and type definitions
to the logical interpretation (in both classical and intuition-
istic settings) while preserving termination and confluence
and so maintaining logical soundness. Going beyond the
forms of recursion allowed in the works above, the work [9]
proposes nested session types, a system with parametric
polymorphism, recursively defined types with free nesting
polymorphic type constructors. The work shows type equal-
ity is decidable in such a setting and presents a practical
algorithm for type equality with nested types.

In terms of session type dependency and refinement aris-
ing from the logical interpretation, the works [10] and [11]
crucially leverage a form of value dependency (via type-
indexing) to develop temporal and ergometric session types
to statically analyze work and span of parallel and concur-
rent programs. However, the interaction of recursive types
and various forms of session type dependency has only be-
gun to be understood more recently. The works [12, 13] show
that (indexed) recursive session types with arithmetic refine-
ments from Presburger arithmetic result in undecidable type
equality and subtyping, proposing a coinductive, determin-
istic algorithm that soundly approximates type equality.

Beyond Linearity. Another way to increase the expres-
siveness of logical sessions is by considering a sharing seman-
tics for the exponential modality [2] via sharing modalities
in the type structure, allowing cyclic proof structures (and
so deadlocks). A similar effect is achieved by conflating dual
session types in classical linear logic [1]. Deadlock-freedom
can be recovered through extra-logical means [3, 8] or, in
recent work, by exploring differential linear logic [19].

Verified Session-Typed Programming. While the ses-
sion interpretation for first-order linear logic used a ses-
sion π -calculus, several works have studied the ideas of de-
pendent sessions in less austere settings. We highlight the
work [13], which introduces the Rast language and studies
the problem of refinement reconstruction in the presence of
arithmetic refinements. Outside the logical interpretation,
statically verified refinements have been studied for multi-
party session embeddings in F∗ [26] and F# [17].
Beyond Value Dependencies. All works on dependent

sessions listed above deal with some form of limited depen-
dency or refinement. The work [24] enables both session
and functional dependencies on (session-typed) quoted pro-
cesses, but does not study inductive or recursive types. A
notion of label dependency is studied in [21], which also
includes type-level natural numbers and iteration.
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4 The Next Decade
We now engage in some futurology on the topic of dependent
session types. While much has been explored in this space,
we have yet to see a full dependent type theory of sessions
that can allow for generalized forms of dependency in the
presence of inductive and coinductive session types. The
recent works on type-based termination for sessions [20]
and nested session types [9] provide promising insights.

Another crucial avenue of exploration is the reconciliation
of type dependency in settings that go beyond the tree-like
topologies of linear session typing. The recent work of [19]
that achieves sharing through the logical means of differen-
tial linear logic has great potential in this matter.
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